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Abstract
In order to design the hinges and opening system of the Shell Eco-Marathon
vehicle, an analytic analysis of door opening performance has to be done, in order
to firstly decide what type of opening is the most suitable, and later arrive an
agreement between the parts and the opening system that will hold the door open.
At this moment topology optimization software is a very promising tool that gives
the opportunity to designers to achieve final designs very efficiently. However, it
needs some post-processing so as to achieve a very easy and manufacturable,
hence, cheap, design.
While the project has been developed, some new ideas have come to it and some
of them analysed in deepness, while others have not been integrally developed but
they have neither been discarded, as a further study is required in order to assure
they are not a better solution than the one proposed.
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Introduction
The aim of this project is to set up the basis for the development of the opening
and closing system of the door of a Shell Eco Marathon autonomous driving car.
The car is being designed in the automotive laboratory of the University of Liège,
following a schedule that would lead it to race in the 2018-2019 season.
The actual state of the car’s design is preliminary in aspects of soft details, such
as the parts that are going to be designed on this project, because the final
aerodynamics of the car are still being optimised. For this reason, the aim is to
stablish a design that can suit all the handled final designs of the bodywork and
create a procedure that if followed it would lead to a simplistic and lightweight
solution, achievable and manufacturable in the laboratory’s workshop.
In addition, it will also carry a preliminary implementation of a free PLM tool
that will help in future designs.
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The Shell Eco-marathon, the competition itself
The Shell Ecomarathon project aims to gather up lots of universities around the
world to compete in a car race in which the minimum consumption of energy per
kilometre is achieved. The cars racing on this competition are prototypes which
must be designed within the university in a professional performance but designed
by the students in the university.
The competition is structured into three categories that aim to compare different
propulsion types within a large mileage competition. Inside these categories, two
subcategories exist; one for prototype vehicles and another one for UrbanConcept
vehicles; or vehicles that aim to simulate a vehicle travelling around an urban
area.
The competitions are held all around the world in three competitions that
agglutinate the most influencing each area of the world; Europe, Asia and
Americas.

1. Rules
Each year the rulebook is published which contains the guidance and technical
specifications for the teams to achieve to design and construct a competitive car.
On the other hand, it provides also general rules for marking, awarding and
description of competition procedure. Rules consist of 6 main points that refer to
different aspects of the competition organisation, safety, vehicle design, energy
source, telemetry equipment and award and prizes chapters.
In the following paragraphs, the rules that attain to enter in conflict or that must
be taken into account during the development of this project will be presented.
The 2018-2019 season car is going to take part in the UrbanConcept group of the
Shell Ecomarathon competition, thus, the rules to be attained to will be the ones
that refer to this subject. The rules that have influence on the development of the
parts studied in this project are the following ones:
Rule 2. Safety – Article 9, Safety rules.
As a resume, references to motorsports as an activity at which inherent risk have
to be understood as they will be present during the activity. For this reason, the
rules described in the rulebook must be thoroughly respected and the organisers
will monitor their accomplishment during the whole competition.
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Sub-article d: Non-compliance of the rules can lead to disqualification
at the sole and absolute discretion of the organisers. Thus, it is very
important to read the rules carefully.
Rule 3. Vehicle design – Article 25, Vehicle design.
Sub-article f: Windows must not be made of any material which may
shatter into sharp shards; polycarbonate is the recommended material
for the window. This restriction has to be taken into account during the design
of the door, which will introduce a new material and shape that will change the
final centre of gravity and weight of the door from the one used in this project.
Rule 3. Vehicle design – Article 26, Chassis and monocoque solidity.
Sub-article a: Teams must ensure that the vehicle chassis is designed
wide and long enough to effectively protect the driver’s body in the
event of a collision including front, side impact or rollover. During the
design, the door’s stiffness should be considered and in case any reinforcement is
placed, be sure that does not interfere with the opening system.
Rule 3. Vehicle design – Article 30, Vehicle access.
Sub-article c: The opening release mechanism of the driver compartment
must be easily and intuitively operable from both inside and outside
the vehicle. The method of opening from the outside must be clearly
marked by a red arrow and must not require any tools. The mechanism
to lock the door has to be operable from the outside, so it must be fitted with a
handle or another system that works easily, being lightweight and aerodynamic.
It also points that the door cannot have a system that locks it from the inside
and prevents from open it from the outside without activation from the driver or
co-driver.
Sub-article d: It is forbidden to use adhesive tape to close the driver’s
opening from the outside.
Rule 3C. Vehicle design – Article 44, UbarnConcept Definition.
Under the name “UrbanConcept”, Shell offers an opportunity to design
and build energy efficient vehicles that are closer in appearance to
today’s production type passenger cars. UrbanConcept vehicles must
comply with the specific rule of the Shell Eco-Marathon for this group.
Rule 3C. Vehicle design – Article 46, Vehicle body.
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Sub-article d: Access to the vehicle by the driver must be as easy and
practical as typically found in common production passenger cars. All
UrbanConcept vehicles must have a side-door design. The door
opening must have a minimum dimension of 500 x 800 mm. This
means a rectangular template of this dimension must be able to pass
through the door opening. *From 2019 onwards all UrbanConcept cars
will be required to have a door on each side of the driver compartment.
Even though it is a design requirement, it will help on the dimensioning of the
door and weight estimation.
Sub-article e: Any access opening mechanisms must be firmly attached
to the vehicle body by means of hinges or sliding rails. Adhesive tape,
Velcro, or similar materials are not permitted for this purpose. Design
restriction applicable to this project; the door should open conventionally and
keep attached to the body.
Sub-article i: Vehicle bodies must not include any external appendages
that might be dangerous to other team members. In case a handle is used,
it has to be round and not sharp; it is an aerodynamic restriction which affects
this project due to the locking position affecting the handle position.
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2. State of art
Actual opening and closing systems have been vastly studied in a very wide range
of applications, from the smallest system in a precision laboratory gadget, to the
biggest doors in industrial buildings, passing all by small home-stuff, vehicles,
airplanes, ships or even spaceships.
The main aim in this project is to focus on an electric vehicle, 100% autonomous
that will be capable of racing with other cars without the interaction of the drivers
within a car racing environment but from the engineers that think, design and
build it. The main characteristics of the car are the following:
Weight of
the car
400 kg

Power

Average
speed

3 kW

25-28 km/h

Driver +
co-driver
weight
50+50 kg

Entrance
area (min.)

Nº of
doors

800 x 500 mm

2

For this reason, a study has been carried on previous solutions taken by the team
itself and solutions taken by other competitors.
It must be pointed out that due to being a very free-design competition, the
number of solutions proposed by the competitors is huge. For this reason, not all
of them are going to be included.
On the other hand, part of the study is going to be conducted on what are the
commercial solutions taken by lots of manufacturers all around the world, who
invest millions of dollars on research and development to achieve the best
solutions for their clients. This brings complexity sometimes, but others, many
smart and possible solutions are proposed which might be adapted to the Shell
EcoMarathon Urbanconcept racecar designed in the University of Liège.
Meanwhile, it also adds interesting considerations to take into account while
designing.

2.1. Actual solution
The car previous to the actual design has two versions of hinges; the first one was
a study conducted to find an optimal solution with self-made parts and the second
one was the applied, where a barrel hinge was applied.
Finally, the second solution was adopted because the engineered one could not be
manufactured on time to test and install.
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Figures 1A and 1B show pictures of the actual door.

Figure 1 - A. Chassis of vehicle and B. Door of the vehicle.

The estimated weight for the door is around 3,5kg, which it does not mean that
the future door is going to weight the same because even though it is going to be
bigger due to rule constraints, it will be made with an aluminium sandwich panel,
so no reinforcement will be needed. For this reason, it has been estimated that
the future door will weight around 1,5-2kg. In order to calculate the forces and
go into the worst load case, the weight that is going to be considered for the whole
door assembly is going to be of about 2,5kg, which is a 65%-25% higher.
This load consideration will leave room for a further lightweight design stretching
the parts stress work area and it will also allow room for a strut preload selection.
The actual idea is very simple, but it gets in trouble with the aerodynamics,
because of the parts that are protruding from the bodywork. Even though they
seem to be small and thin, the laminar flux that goes around the car, because of
its low-speed rating, could make the boundary layer to separate from the body at
this point, creating vortices and eddies that in turn would increase the
aerodynamic drag vastly. This would mean a decreased performance on which the
race is about of consuming the less energy as possible while running the longest
range as possible. For this reason, the new hinge system has to be implemented
from the inner side and without protruding parts.
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3. Previous proposal of hinges
Looking over previous proposals, the idea was to manufacture a 4-crank system
that would allow to open the door in the vertical plane describing an envelope
around the bodywork. Despite the idea seemed to be simple, it was not possible
to manufacture it with a very high precision on time to test it, validate it and
assemble it on the car. Figure 2 shows the proposal.

Figure 2 - Proposed hinge system

4. Locking system
The actual locking system is composed of a bar to lock and support the door in
the opening position, while the locking of the door in its closed position is
composed by a sliding barrel that prevents the door from opening.
The pros and cons of these solutions are that their simplicity is really high and
makes them very feasible and lightweight. On the other hand, it makes the
ergonomics of the door opening not very comfortable for the driver, as it would
have to be supporting the door while fixing the bar which locks the door. In
addition, the locking system is only actuated from the inside and as the rules
state, it should be possible for the track Marshalls to open the door from external
side without the help or action of the driver during a possible accident.
During the development of this project, in order to apply for future testing, a new
handle and locking system has been developed, which is shown in figure 3. The
idea is to lock the door with a handle bar that locks its outer movement.
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Figure 3 - Door open and locking handle

4.1. Commercial locking systems
Regarding to the locking systems, the simplest solutions are those brought out
from sliding barrels, which have applications from simple home doors to the bigger
complexity systems.

Figure 4 - A. Sliding barrel locking and B. Hook locking system

On the other hand, actual commercial solutions and nearly applied by 100% of
the OEMs in their cars are similar to hook latch locking systems. Although they
have electromechanical actuation, their mechanism is always based in a hook latch
that locks into an eye or striker, as it can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Car commercial locking hook latch

4.2. Catch and pull system
Regarding to the regulations, which state that the door has to be opened from
the external side without actuation from the drivers, other types of systems should
be applied. In this case, I have found that the catch and push systems could be
applied.
Those are commercial designs that have a mechanical spring on their inner side
and allow a pushed piston to get locked until it is pushed again. The diagram in
figure 6 shows the schematics and typical dimensions for a commercial catch and
push system which can have a force of up to 2,7kg to free the hook.

Figure 6 - Catch and push diagram

4.3. Magnets closing
Finally, another proposal to be made, as the vehicle is going to be very lightweight
and its bodywork too, consequently the door is going to be lightweight as well.
To come over the locking, it probably will not need to withstand very high forces,
so maybe a possible solution would be to insert some magnets on the inner side
of the bodywork, so when the door is closed, the magnet themselves would prevent
the door from opening, while allowing an external actuator to pull the door and
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open it. Magnets are very popular, not very expensive and different sizes would
give different forces, hence using powerful but small magnets such as Neodymium
ones could be a feasible solution. The most typical and commercial Neodymium
magnets that can be found in the market are cylindrical, as the ones shown in
figure 7.

Figure 7 - Neodymium magnets

5. Other team’s solutions
In this section, we will have a look at the options and solutions given by other
teams. Due to being a competition, it is not easy to obtain information of other
racers because of the secrecy of the details is carried on. It is interesting to make
and publish pictures of the car and everyone does it, but usually no details are
given about the internal systems and designs applied.

5.1. Complete removal of door
The easiest and lightest way of a door locking system it is its inexistence, thus,
and mainly in the prototype category, competitors tend to remove the hinge
systems and place just 2 locking’s that prevent the door of the capsule to fly away
during the competition. This option is quite popular due to being prototypes;
their application in an urban, legal and street environment is very limited and for
this reason they harshly need to be convenient for the user but fast and efficient
in the track.
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Figure 8 - Prototype category Shell Eco-Marathon racecar

Unfortunately, these solutions are not applicable for the University of Liège Urban
Concept car, and for this reason, no further study is going to be conducted.

5.2. Opening door
Teams that compete in this category have applied solutions similar to the ones
applied by automakers, as shown in figure 9, where the door opens in a similar
way to some commercial cars.

Figure 9 - UrbanConcept vehicle of the Shell Eco-Marathon
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6. Commercial solutions
In this section most of the commercial solutions for cars with their pros, cons and
achievements are going to be described.

6.1. Front openings – diagonal, rotating and diagonal upwards
The front opening conventional solution is one of the most common one nowadays,
seen in most of the read vehicles, from cars to trucks. The door is located in a
hinge located in the A pillar of the vehicle and rotates around the vertical axis.
Their components are the hinges and the stops that lock the door in predefined
positions. The main advantage of this system is that the force needed to open and
close the door is very small, due to the gravitational force resultant being zero.

Another solution, in this case chosen by Renault, figure 10A, and Koenigsegg,
figure 10B, it is to install an axial rotating hinge which allows the door to be open
upwards and rotate around a lateral axis located in the A pillar. It is not a very
simple system to design as it is a big diameter rotating device, plus the torsion
springs it must include inside it to help the user open the door, as it has to be
moved upwards.

Figure 10 - A. Renault Twizy and B. Koenisegg

Finally, another system would be the one mainly adopted by the nowadays
“supercars”, where the doors open diagonally, being supported in the upper part
of the A pillar, as in figure 11A. As the previous system, it needs a retaining
system that helps the user to open the door.
It has also been adopted by some competitors in the Shell Eco-Marathon race, as
it shows figure 11B.
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Figure 11 - A. Lamborghini Murcielago and B. Official Shell Eco-Marathon

6.2. Rear opening
This kind of opening system is not very common, antiquely it was in old luxury
cars usually seen in American films, but nowadays it is mainly used by high end
luxury cars as in figure 12. The system is identical to the front opening
conventional system, with the difference that the hinges and rotation axes are
located in the B or C pillar, being opened backwards and leaving bigger room for
legs to get off the car.

Figure 12 - Rear opening door

6.3. Lower opening
This system is very special and probably not very well known, as it tries to hide
the door while opening on the lower side of the car. The door is foldable and the
mechanism itself is very complex, added to the fact that needs a lot of room under
the car. However, it leaves a huge space to get out from the car. It was applied
by BMW in the model Z1, figure 13, and by the Lincoln Mark VIII in the 90’s.
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Figure 13 - Lower side opening door

6.4. Rooftop opening
The last system has become quite popular during the last years thanks to the
Tesla Model X and some “supersport” cars that feature this type of doors. The
pioneer of this doors is the Mercedes 300SL, figure 14, model released in 1952,
that featured this door opening system due to having a very long shaped frame.

Figure 14 - Mercedes 300SL

The doors pivot in their upper edge and are supported by gas springs or
electromechanical springs that help the user in their upwards movement, as their
weight is particularly big.
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Figure 15 - Tesla model X diagram

A good aspect of this system is that it leaves a lot of space to allow the entrance
to the vehicle, plus being very visual and attractive. On the other hand, it can
suffer trouble under heavy rain due to the opening edges being at the top of the
car. However, this can be resolved quite easily and focus on the hinges and
supports designs, which have to carry big forces due to the lever mechanism
created by distance to the pivot point between the centre of gravity of the door
and the gas spring allocation.

6.5. Others
There are many other types of door opening systems featured in cars, trucks and
buses, but I will leave them apart because usually are designed for big size door
applications and the Shell Eco-Marathon car is not going to be very oversized.
Before getting into the design aspects and decisions taken, the tools that are going
to be used should be explained. Due to not having a hard and soft final design of
the frame and bodywork, the process will turn to be highly iterative, as no formal
definition of dimensions and weight is completely defined. The final design will
come after the consecution of this project and with slight dimensional variations
to the ideas here concluded.
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7. Calculations
The calculations of forces and loads for this project will be mainly done by hand
and processed in excel, that will allow for a fast transition and iterations within
different solutions that can be applied. They will assume the weight forces and
preliminary angles that are going to appear in the design, and will allow the user
to obtain the forces needed for calculations during the FEM processing.

8. Topology optimization
This is a highly novel tool being actually applied in many sectors, from
architectural studies to aerospace solutions, going through medical, vehicle and
aeronautic sectors.
The idea is that given a solid body and the actuating forces, a mesh created in
this body will carry each of the resultant of the applied forces in the system. The
mesh would have the behaviour of little simple shape and size parts of materials
which are easy to model with standard equations of solid mechanics.
Once the solid has been discretised within this mesh, where each of the elements
has the properties of the parent material; density, elastic limit and elastic
modulus, the program runs an algorithm that acting as a FEM model where it
calculates the stresses of each of the element in the body, it performs a variation
in the density, so the element tends to disappear, transferring its load to the
element beneath it. This way, iteratively and changing densities of different
elements, the minimum material for a given, plus the lowest compliance (highest
stiffness) achievable is obtained.
Noticeably, the result obtained is not always the final applicable result, because
of manufacturing issues. For this reason, post-processing is needed, both after the
model is run, with the so-called filters that will allow a better performance and
better optimal shape while the program is being run, but before the final drawings
and manufacturing processes are taken into account, which have to be done by
the engineers in charge of the design.
In general terms, the filters offered by the software SAMTECH Topol that is
going to be used in this project are the following ones:
•
•
•
•

Checkerboard filter
Linear filter
Dilate filter
Heaviside filter
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The aim of the filters is to use information of the neighbouring elements to modify
the shape and element data, preventing the appearance of solid-void patterns.
The explanation comes from the user manual Samcef TOPOL density filters for
manufacturing constraints.
Among these 4 filters, they can be classified as the following: density based filters
and sensitivity based filters.
On the one hand, the sensitivity filter available (checkerboard) only prevents the
appearance of checkerboard patterns of solid-void-solid by changing sensitivities
according to element neighbours.
On the other hand, the density filters replace the original element density by an
effective element density, assuming there is a dependency of the density on the
neighbourhood; imagine the solution consists of two thin long elements close to
each other; this filter would create a thicker element that contains both of the
elements.
During this project, the simplest and initial filter will be applied, the checkerboard
filter, as the post-processing will be done manually by the designer according to
the manufacturing restrictions. Another interesting aspect is that as the
manufacturing process is probable that is laser cutting, creating small void shapes
is possible without going very high in cost, so the checkerboard filter could be
enough to avoid very small voids but still keep thin element regions.

9. PLM implementation
During the development of this project a try is going to be made to use a PLM
environment. A PLM environment allows the combination of the CAD/CAE
software plus the installation of archives in a cloud environment.
Plenty of commercial software is available for PLM integration, mainly developed
by CAD software providers (NX – Teamcenter, PTC Creo – Windchill, CATIA
– PDM Workbench, among others) or by third party software developers
(GrabCad workbench, IBM PLM, UGS, Oracle, among others).
During this project, the free GrabCad workbench environment will be tried and
explained in case future implementation is possible.
The general idea of a PLM software is to create, keep, modify, publish, review
and track changes of an element, document or CAD part developed in an easy,
user-friendly environment. To achieve this, what generally this software does is
merge with the CAD environment and take control of the creation, modification
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and versions of the parts developed. This way, it keeps control and order of every
element used by the user.
Use of commercial, generally paid, software is quite easy, although sometimes the
software is very tough and only allows to small modifications, is very convenient.
It works by assigning an internal number to every part created, which will classify
it in the cloud and store it there. Once the user wants to modify it, it will allow
its download to the working computer and modification, which after the user
saves, it will save it with a version number. Finished with its work, the software
will upload it to the cloud and store it there, so other users can see it or open it
for modification.
The main advantage of this system is that only the last versions of the parts are
shown, which will prevent a user of working over an older version of a part.
Moreover, it only allows the modification of a part by one user at a time; when
one user opens the part for modification, it could be said that it is under its
property, so in case another user would like to modify it, it would show a warning
that the part is currently being used and it cannot be modified until the first user
has finished and saved its work.
Moreover, keeping the track of versions and changes, allows the project manager
to check the progress of the project, as it could open the part to see its
development and in case it would not like the new updated version, it could
perform a retro-update to an older version, so no work needs to be redone. Once
it has finished its review, it could also turn it into a non-revisable part, which
would only be available for drawing creation and manufacturing, thus, preventing
further accidental modification which would create problems between the virtual
part and the part manufactured.
A very simple workflow of a cloud working PLM environment is shown in figure
16, illustrating what has been said previously.
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Figure 16 - PLM workflow

9.1. GrabCad workbench
The GrabCad community is an internet community that stores and publish parts
of private or company users that want to share them with other users. It allows
information exchange, ideas and sharing of normalised components for free, which
permits users from all around the world to download parts which could be useful
for them, saving a huge amount of time.
Recently, the community has developed a cloud format software that works as a
PLM. This free tool is offered to all the teams that wish to use it, providing a
simple and user-friendly tool which even though it is not as powerful as
commercial software, it helps teams to coordinate and develop a project much
more easily than using a common shared folder. The last version also adds the
BOM managing functionality, as well as the document control related to each
part.
In order to use the tool, a small software called GCWorkbench is installed in each
user computer that will refer to a folder in the user computer; here, the software
will manage itself the information.
When all the team has joined the community and installed the software, the
project manager creates a project in the interface. It will share the project and
edition permissions with the rest of the team, which will now see a new project in
their interfaces.
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From now on, each user will start working in their parts in the workbench folder,
which after saving, the program will upload the work to the cloud; each save of
the part is a new version of the part designed, which will be shown to other users.
This way, a history log will show the modifications details (modifier, date, type
of part, etc.) to other users. By the way, it will allow them to download the last
version (or an older one if requested) to their computers in case they would like
to modify it.
On the other hand, the project manager will be able to see how the work is going
through the web browser, which recognises the file formats and assembles them
in a live preview.
Finally, once the user, or project manager, have agreed on the last version of a
part, they will be able to lock their development, hence, preventing any other user
of modifying it by accident. By the way, it would also allow to share information
with manufacturers or externals to the team, who could see the parts of interest
in their CAD environment but not modify them.

10.

Design intentions

Once all of the problems, ideas and possible solutions have been explained, the
design of the final parts, hinges and locks can begin.

10.1.

Frame considerations

The given frame has been topologically optimized for the vehicle’s dynamics,
structure supports and driver’s ergonomics, thus, the frame CAD used for this
project is the final version is going to be applied in the UrbanConcept car, except
for minor changes.
Regarding figure 17, where the frame is pictured and a preliminary bodywork
drawn around it, the locations for installing the hinges and its correspondent
support that will withstand the doors turn out to be limited as it can be noted in
figure 18B.
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Figure 17 - Preliminary bodywork

It has to be considered that the drivers must get on and off from the car easily,
as it tries to resemble a street car, and further it must comply with the rules,
Rule 3C-Article 46, which states that there must be enough room and space
enough to pass across the door an area of 800 x 500 mm. This area, pictured in
figure 18A, should not have a big interaction with the hinges, so that the template
is brought inside the car it does not interact with the hinges nor the seats installed
in the cockpit.

Figure 18 - A. Door opening dimensions and B. Possible hinge location
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Figure 19 - Hinge location in pillar A

Putting some more emphasis on the section cuts of how the bodywork cuts with
the frame, it is considered that the nearer the bodywork it is to the frame, the
smaller the parts will be, which in consequence would turn that they are going to
be the lightest and if well designed, the stiffest. For this reason, the upper bar of
the frame has been chosen to be the selected one to place the hinge system of the
door, instead of the pillar A, which is very far away from the door as depicted in
figure 19.
The doors are finally going to be opened in a gullwing shape, as the Mercedes
300SL and the Tesla Model X (although their support for the doors is completely
different and are completely integrated into the bodywork). In contrast, it can be
noted that not only those cars have this system, but most of the hatchback and
mixed type vehicles and vans adopt this kind of solutions for their trunk doors.
In order to check the clearances, some design considerations have been done from
explanations received by SEAT (Volkswagen group) designers such as the type of
hinges available, clearances to be respected and design considerations to make the
cuttings of the bodywork depending on the type of hinge available.
Finally, so as to make the bodywork cuttings, it should be noticed that depending
on the hinge used the shape will be slightly different; for internal pivoting hinges
the cutting shape will have to be straighter than for the external one across a
curved shape. The cuttings desired in figure 20A depict the recommendations
from SEAT on how to cut the bodywork for a trunk in a hatchback vehicle, while
the figure 20B shows the cutting desired for the UrbanConcept car.
It should be noticed that the cut in the bodyworkhas not followed the exact line
of the curve because it would only allow a very small section to pivot, hence, not
leaving room for the hinges. The reason for this to happen is because of the
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bodywork being slightly flat in the uppermost part, but the final shape is going
to be defined by the aerodynamicist.

Figure 20 - A. SEAT design recommendations and B. Door and bodywork cut area
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10.2.

Door opening lock

As in these commercial solutions, and in order to lock the door in the open
position, as no electromechanical device can be installed due to their higher
complexity and that they have not been applied for a lot of years on before, the
simplest solution that carmakers have taken into account are the use of gassprings.
The use of gas springs allows the user to open the door easily; commercial doors
weight can reach up to 20 or 40 kilograms easily, so help is needed for sure. By
this means, they have completed studies in how gas springs should perform,
mainly due to force change when temperature changes; vehicles are sold worldwide
and temperatures can range from below -40ºC, up to more than 40ºC, and gas
springs can be thoroughly affected in their performance. It means that during the
summer the compressed gas would head and increase the pressure, making it
easier for the user to open the trunk, but more difficult to close it, whereas in cold
weathers it would be the opposite, even not being able to withstand the weight
of the door in the upper position.
To come up with this problem, studies analyse the performance of the gas springs
within different ranges and looking at the death points that occur. Death points
are opening positions of the door that can maintain their position due to the
equality of the weight force with the gas spring force, giving out two positions at
which the door would be kept open; the first point at an angle that equilibrates
the spring force with the force done by the weight of the door, and the second
one the uppermost position where the door is held by the spring.

Figure 21 - Performance of gas struts at different temperatures

The graphic in figure 21 points out the performance difference of the gas spring
due to temperature change; if the temperature is low the gas spring will exert a
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lower force, thus equilibrating the weight of the door in a widely opened position,
whereas in hot weather is going to be capable of exerting a lot of force since the
beginning of the door opening. Although it does not seem very relevant for this
race, it should be taken into account that if the gas spring is close to the limit
force and there is a temperature drop, the door could close unexpectedly injuring
someone.

10.3.

Decision on movement type

According to the slides read and analysed, two types of hinges can be chosen for
these kind of gullwing or trunk openings; internal turn or external turn hinges.
Each of them with their advantages and disadvantages.

Figure 22 - A. External pivot hinge and B. Internal pivot hinge

Regarding to ergonomy and aestethics, the most feasible of them are the internal
ones, figure 22B; the part of the bodywork that is turning around gets hided
beneath the bodywork, plus the hinges are smaller and hidden too in the back
view. The problem for the application in the UrbanConcept car is that the frame
is set apart from the bodywork; it is not a unibody chassis, thus, in a preliminary
design of the bodywork if it is not considered, it cannot carry loads and thus the
hinge system must be supported directly to the frame.
On the other hand, an external pivot hinge can have a bigger and larger hinge,
as in figure 22A, thus, allowing to place the base that connects it with the support
area to be far away.
This occurrence brings the design to definitive point; the rotating pivot point
must be very close to the bodywork, so regarding to the distance of this point
with the frame, the closest point near to bot the bodywork and frame is in the
upper region of the frame, being up from the bodywork’s door cutting line. For
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this reason, the only feasible solution without compromising the stiffness of the
bodywork and have a big deformation is to install an external pivoting hinge.

Figure 23 - Handmade sketch

Once the pivot points have been selected, the procedure would be to assess and
calculate the forces that appear during the opening of the door. In order to check
the movement by hand, some sketches as in figure 23 were made by hand to check
if the theory of placing the pivot point above the cutting line.

11.

Force calculations

To carry out the calculation of the forces that would appear in the hinges and in
order to dimension the gas springs, a very simple model of the system is done by
hand. In the figure 24 can be seen that it consists of a gas spring pushing the
hinge upwards while the weight of the door pushes downwards. This means that
it is a very simple moment equilibrium equation, but with a slight peculiarity;
every degree the door changes when opening the spring piston changes its angle
of attack, hence the resultant force is very different and can lead to a point at
which only one gas spring is not enough.
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Figure 24 - Force in the hinge to open the door from the closed position

Then the process turns to a highly iterative process, as every change in the force
application distance or lever, changes the angle of attack of the gas spring, which
is also influenced by its piston length and the gas spring pressure, which are
standard to the industry and cannot be self-developed at this moment to adapt
it to the exact need.
During the process, I have developed a set of equations that would relate the
position of the pivot point with the hinge/lever length, piston length plus fittings,
strut positions, projected and travel distance of the piston and the force generated,
so it is possible to calculate the exact positions needed to work out the optimal
positions.
However, I could not bring them into application due to time restrictions, as the
equations should be rechecked and computed, and are dependent on the position
of the pivot point which is not defined at this moment.
For this reason, the previous simpler model was used with easier calculations and
iterations with the computer in order to check the angles assumed.

11.1.

First iteration in excel

During this part, the equation previously presented is introduced in an excel table,
with some prefixed values for the lever distance and the angle between the door
weight application point and the lever. To obtain the door weight application
point, the centre of gravity has been found thanks to the CAD model of the door
and measured the distance to application point. Once these values are obtained,
a virtual point of attachment for the gas strut is selected, regarding to be as close
as possible to the bodywork and over the cut curve as it has been advised in the
information provided by SEAT. The figure 25 illustrate the distance of the centre
of gravity to the pivot point, 661mm, when measured in the CAD program.
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Figure 25 - A. CoG without including the window and B. CoG including the window

With the problem shaped, a translation of the door-lever system is done in the
CAD model, checking the angle of rotation and the distance from the lever to the
support point of the strut. The check to be made for the strut is that its
displacement is not huge, what would be influenced by the lever length, plus the
angle of attack being possible to be computed. In addition, a simple kinematics
check is done like in figure 26, in order to check for interferences within the
bodywork. At this point the position of the pivot point can be changed and
different solutions tried, always taking into account that from the pivot point to
the bodywork there must be sufficient space so as to fit the parts and consider
the manufacturing tolerance of the bodywork.

Figure 26 - Door motion

Now the first approximation with the forces equation can be done for multiple
lever lengths, so as to see what order of magnitude we are working with. The
following table and plot illustrate the calculations made as a first approach:
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Preliminary
data

Hinge
d=20mm
Hinge
d=30mm
Hinge
d=40mm
Hinge
d=50mm

Length
of pivot
arm to
CoG
661mm

Length
hinge
lever (d)

Door
weight

Angle
pivot and
lever

Opening
and closing
angles

Strut
attack
angle

20mm

25 N

90º

-60º to 45º

661mm

30mm

25 N

90º

-60º to 45º

661mm

40mm

25 N

90º

-60º to 45º

661mm

50mm

25 N

90º

-60º to 45º

80º
64º
83º
61º
85º
59º
86º
58º

to to to to -

Table 1 - Data used in the first iterations of exvel

Force vs opening angle and lever length - it.1

3500
Resultant force (N)

3000
2500

d=20mm

2000
1500

d=30mm

1000

d=40mm

500

d=50mm

0

-80

-60

-40

-20
0
20
Door opening angle (º)

40

60

Figure 27 - Excel data depicting graphics

As we can see in figure 27, which in fact seemed obvious, the bigger the lever, the
less force that its needed to be applied. On one hand, it can be seen the big effect
of the strut’s angle of attack (theta, depicted in figure 24), which influences
heavily the movement and it does not make very effective to increase vastly the
lever length, what in fact brings it to a compromise between the length of the
lever, the strut attack angle and the stroke distance. On the other hand, it has a
very big error, because it does not take into account the real angle theta occurring
with which the spring force actuates the lever. For this reason, the whole system
is drawn in CAD to obtain new values for this theta value.

The so-called death point is the point at which the moment of the door
equilibrates with the one generated by
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By the way, looking at figure 27, the maximum force to support the door while
being open at 40-45º turns out a value of 500N, which will be used as a reference
for selecting the strut (in this case, for a 50mm length lever the value goes up to
500N). There are no small gas struts that can provide this force, as the maximum
commercial available is 400N. This will probably mean that 2 gas struts will be
needed, although after the kinematics check this idea will be confirmed. This point
around 40-45º and 500N will be the co-called death-point of the door, point at
which the moment generated by the door and the strut equilibrates and would
make the door to stand still.
On the other hand, introducing a bigger lever would mean that the strut needs a
bigger stroke, but it is possible that it could not fit in the available space.
With these data in hand, different drawings in CAD are made, and after some
iterations a final length of 50mm lever is chosen, what due to the available space
means that a 50mm stroke gas spring is needed. To check the lengths and angles
some sketches are made as the one in figure , putting some restrictions in length
to the strut’s stroke.

Figure 28 - Sketches to check strut positions

The fully extended strut turns into a 139mm size, enough to open the door, while
fully compressed lengths 89mm and fits in the available space. With the final
design in hand, the exact angles needed to compute the force calculations can be
measured.
The new solution in excel is calculated and plotted in figure 29 with the data from
table 2, which shows the needed exerted force in the hinge application point so as
to open the door, according to the following table data of considered weight and
dimensions for the door.
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Preliminary
data

Hinge
d=50mm

Length
of pivot
arm to
CoG
661mm

Length
hinge
lever

Door
weight (N)

Angle pivot
and lever

Opening
and closing
angles

Strut
attack
angle

50mm

25 N

78º

-60º to 40º

72º to 56º

Table 2 - Final selection of dimensions

Force vs. opening angle - it.2

1200,00

Resultant force (N)

1000,00

NX 50
mm

800,00
600,00

2 Spring
force
(300N
each)

400,00
200,00
0,00

-100

-50

0
Door angle (º)

50

100

Figure 29 - Graphic of the door and strut force for the final data

It is not a very high force the one the strut can generate for the short lever we
are going to apply, and as there is no option of fixing the strut to the bodywork
in another part, the only available solution is to install two struts, which if
planned, they can be installed in two symmetrical hinges for each door, which of
course would be half of the weight needed for only one. In turn, this would mean
that the required force can be achieved with 2 gas springs exerting 600N.
In figure 29 the death points can be identifier at angles close to -50º and 60º,
where the door would stand still. Of course an angle of 60º is not achievable
because of kinematics, but when the driver would try to open the door, in the
very beginning would notice that the door suddenly stands still. Figure 29 also
depicts with vertical lines the movement limits of the door.
Once the final points for the strut have been found and the kinematics checked,
the next phase or solid design phase can be run.
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12.

Initial solid design phase

This phase is the beginning of the parts that are finally going to be installed in
the vehicle. As topology optimization is the tool that is going to be used, there is
no exact need of being thinking how the parts will look but what are the volume
restrictions.
It is going to be focused and divided in the two main parts, the hinge and the
support. Finally, all other fittings and supports will be added.
The main restrictions come from the bodywork; the support parts volume cannot
go across the bodywork, because even if it is going to be optimized topologically,
it could happen that the optimal solution runs out of bounds.
By the way, space must be left for the fittings and the hinge must take into
account that is going to turn around a pivot point. Thus, it could get in touch
with the bodywork beneath that point; this means that it cannot be just a block
but it has to have a rounded shape so that it does not get in touch with the
bodywork while being operated.
On the other hand, it needs some material-free volumes where the screws or
fittings are going to be attached, and at which the loads are going to be applied.
Finally, the volumes have been drawn in the 3D CAD and they can be checked
in figure 30.

Figure 30 - Initial volumes

It should be noted that their thickness is oversized, to let the program choose how
much material wants to keep. The first assumption is that it probably will bring
up parts that will be mostly flat, because there is no displaced load predicted in
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the X (longitudinal) direction; loads are supposed to happen in the vertical plane
and at the same plane, as they are pretended to turn around a pivot point.
Furthermore, the appearance of parts with flat shape will make it easier to both
manufacture and manipulate the system, as they can be laser or water cut easily
and cost effectively.
In order to foresee the expected result, figure 31 shows a bell crank from the
Formula Student competition, to which it should resemble due to the similarity
of working conditions.

Figure 31 - Formula student bell crank

12.1.

Support part

12.1.1.

Meshing for the support part

Before running the simulation with the loads obtained from the excel, a meshing
of the working volume must be done. In order to compute an easy mesh, which is
not going to be the one used for the optimised model and its only for means of
getting an initial shape of the parts, the hybrid mesh command has been used for
both of the parts. The hybrid mesh allows the computer to compute a hexahedron
(the most regular it can) mesh on the inner volume of the part, while computing
a tetrahedron shape mesh within the boundaries, fitting all the rounding’s and
sharp edges with the hexahedrons beneath them.
The reason for this is that creating a thin quadrilateral mesh to later extrude it
was not feasible; the difference in section thicknesses would have to have been
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treated previously, creating different sections of the part, so that each one had its
corresponding mesh. Moreover, it would be later necessary to merge the faces of
each of the meshes and create connections between them. This process could be
very long time taking, and for being the first computation it did not need such a
high complexity development.
On the other hand, it was decided to leave it as a coarse mesh, simpler to compute
than a full tetrahedron mesh but easier to mesh than a full hexahedron mesh,
which at this point it is not really interesting and thus it is not time worthy.
The mesh can be seen in figure 32, where the external hexaedron faces can be
seen.

Figure 32 - Initial hybrid mesh

12.1.2.

Support simulation results

The result of the topology optimization process is the one shown in the picture
below. It can be noticed, that as possibly foreseen, the optimized topology shows
that only the lateral parts of the support can be kept and that their volume can
be vastly reduced. In fact, the topology optimization has created some voids of
material in between the lateral faces, suggesting that there’s enough material in
each of the sides. This idea brings out that the lateral parts of the support can
be a lot thinner that at first proposed.
On the other hand, it also shows that in can contain a lot of voids within the
whole structure, even in the area that connects with the frame’s upper bar.
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Finally, it can be noted that most of the material goes all around the pivot and
support points, going the furthest as it cans to the edge of the boundary, so as to
increase the moment of inertia and get it as stiff as possible.

12.2.

Hinge part

12.2.1.

Meshing for the hinge part

Looking towards the hinge, it is a C shape part with few holes in it; two to support
the bolts and the other is a big volume that would allow the gas spring fittings
to fit in their place without any contact with the hinge itself, as it can be noticed
in figure 33.

Figure 33 - Hinge work volume

The meshing procedure has been the same as the previous one; a hybrid mesh has
been created that can fit well on the inner side of the part, which has no voids at
all, while leaving the freedom to the computer to mesh in the shape it would like
the rest of the part. As said before, there was no point on creating a very fine nor
a very developed mesh as it is not going to be the final topology optimization.
In order to apply the loads, a point in space has been created in order to reference
the center of gravity of the door to the hinge, connecting it with a rigid mesh
tool. It is not an exact reference, as the CAD of the door is not definite, but it
can be used as a good approximation.
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12.2.2.

Hinge simulation results

Looking towards the results, it can be noticed that similarly to what occurred in
the support system, the parts are very thick and the program tries to create
hollow walls across the edges, suggesting that the volume of this thin walls can
be up to a 50% of the initial thickness.
On the other hand, it should be marked that as the centre of gravity is not centred
in space with the middle place of the hinge, the topology optimization has tried
to create a connection between the two future plates as in figure 34B, where an
internal structure appears. However, the simulation is later re-run to re-check
this.

Figure 34 - A. Topology optimized density based view and B. Topology optimized figure

Finally, it can be noted that an outer shape is suggested with hollows in it, figure
34A, increasing the inertia moment of the hollow part in order to reduce the
compliance.
Later on, the load has been un-centred to check what the shape would be. It can
be noticed in figure 35 that the lateral shape is the same and the only things that
disappear are the internal connections noticed before. Thus, once both hinges are
installed in place this effect is going to be negligible if when installed the CoG is
between them.
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Figure 35 - Topology optimized density view

13.

Second solid design phase

Once the first iteration with the topology optimization has been done, new
working volumes were created. They would refer mainly to the thin plates the
topology suggested. It should be noted that as a change in their thickness is
applied and the shape is of two plates, no hollows have been included. On this
iteration, the topology optimization is run again, with some refined constraints
that before were not figuring.
The new work volume is shown in figure 36. Note that the support part has been
made a little bigger in the upper part, as there was room for it and it is
permissible, as it will probably increase the stiffness of the part. In addition, the
support’s thickness has been reduced to 6mm and 4mm in consequent iterations,
while the hinge’s thickness has been changed directly to 4mm.

Figure 36 - New working volume
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13.1.

Support part

13.1.1.

Support meshing

To create the mesh of the support, this time a 1.5mm cuadrilateral thin shell is
created and extruded within the plate, as its thickness is constant and it is
manageable for the computer to create it. The aim of using cuadrilateral elements
is to create hexaedron elements which are easier to simulate, although the results
may worsen when close to edges or rounded connections due to the being very
coarse for these edges. However, the model is not final until the bodywork is
complete, so slight changes will be needed.
By the way, little new extrusions have been included in the part that will simulate
a non-optimizable area, painted orange in figure 37, which will be introduced to
the program and are meant to be the supports of the bolts that will handle the
gas springs and the hinge. Once the thin mesh is extruded, every 2 mm, which
will be “layering” the part, the process of connecting the part mesh with the nonoptimizable mesh is done, using the tool of mesh connection. Of course, the mesh
had not match because of the difference in size, but it should be noted that it is
a non-optimizable area and the program will not take care of it, thus, this tool
has to be used in order to connect it.
The number of layers, related to the mesh thickness, has been chosen to be of
2mm (3 layers of 2mm) because it was computationally faster to compute; it
would take just 1 minute to simulate the part with this size, while using a 1 mm
mesh the time would increase the computing time up to 6 minutes, without
apparent change in the results.
One sample mesh with 1.5mm elements is shown in figure 37.

Figure 37 - Support mesh
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13.1.2.

Support simulation results

Once the mesh has been imported into the simulation tool, the most critical part
is to decide how the connection to the frame is going to be done. Due to the
material being aluminium, which would be welded to the frame, a decision has
been taken to include further mesh nodes apart from the one in apparent direct
contact with the frame surface, due to the welding fusion zone going further from
the edge of the surface.
On the other hand, as the loads applied are always in the middle plane of the two
plates, no fixing of the lateral nodes has been made as it is not necessary, even
the application of it would not have apparent changes in the final results.

13.1.3.

Support topology optimization result

After running the simulation, the results of the topological optimization can be
seen below. As expected before, the hollow areas are surrounded in the edges of a
line of material, creating a thin contour that supports the weight and forces of
the hinge. One interesting detail to watch to is how the welding area has
transformed; the surface that holds the part to the frame has taken a triangle
hollow shape, which would make the part to attach uniquely to the upper and
lower areas of the frame’s top bar.
By the way, a high concentration of stresses can be seen in the edges of the
connection with the frame. In the picture the strain is plotted, which a big
difference between elements would suggest that a very high error is being
committed in that area. On the one hand, it would be interesting to make a
thinner mesh in that area, but on the other hand, taking into account that these
areas are going to be welded and subject to welding residual stress, which would
need a further development of the model, it is pointless to re-mesh this area.
Finally, including enough material so as to be welded should be enough to
overcome this concentrated stress, as the part is not being subjected to extreme
loads nor needs to last for hundreds of cycles.

Figure 38 - A. Stress concentration and B. Topology optimized section
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With the following optimised topology, the figure can be extracted and then a
resulting simulation run with a feasible shape. In figure 38A an example of the
stress concentration in the edges where it connects with the frame can be seen.
Figure 38B shows the topology optimized volume and the weld zones, which in
the final revision will be slightly changed to adapt to the frame. A L shape could
be given to the lower weld zone, so that it could fit better with the frame edge
and would help during the welding.

13.2.

Hinge part

13.2.1.

Hinge meshing

The meshing process for the hinge has been similar to the one of the supports;
the creation of a thin mesh made of squared shapes and later extruded to create
the mesh. As for the support mesh, a 2mm size of mesh has been chosen, creating
the corresponding 3 layers that can be easily computed. The increase in layers
makes computation much harder, whereas changing the squared cell mesh a little
smaller, from 2 to 1.5mm does not have a very high computational cost.
As for the support, the holes that would support the bolts are meshed separately
as a different material, which will later be assigned as some non-optimizable
bodies.

13.2.2.

Hinge simulation

Whereas in the support part there was a need of stablishing a fixed constraint
which would be welded, this part it is not going to be fixed as a weld, as it is
going to be bolted. The support will be stablished in the upper holes of the plates,
where the bolt would hold it to the support. Due to the decimation of the forces,
which is rounded in both of the application points, the distant centre of gravity
and the gas spring support, it would move slightly during the simulation, and for
this reason, I decided that the fixed geometry holes could be fixed to the space
with a fully fixed constraint. This way, even though it is possible that the stresses
values can go slightly high at these points due to the rotation effect, we can ignore
them as they are not real stresses and only the vertical plane, YX, stress have to
be considered.
On the other hand, being the forces applied transient; they are not going to have
the same direction when the door is locked or closed, and not being able to perform
a topology optimization with transient values, I have decided to run two extreme
position simulations as the ones shown in figure 39; a first one with the door
completely open, which would be in turn stationary because the driver would be
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going out of the car, and a second one when the door is closed, which would be
the longest one in time due to the car having the doors closed most of the time.

Figure 39 - Hinge load cases

These options will probably bring up two different type of geometries, which in
turn have to be analysed and valued to choose which of them or what combination
can be chosen.

13.2.3.

Hinge topology optimization result

Once the simulations are run, the first point to check are the displacement results,
as our interest is to have the smallest compliance as possible. In both cases, in
the post-topology simulation the displacement suffered is of about 0.1mm for the
closed position in the Z direction, the most significative one because the door is
“hanging” from the hinge itself, and 0.15mm for the open position, which is good
news as an introduction to further redesign during post-processing.
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Figure 40 - Closed position optimized topology

The final shape has also turned out to look as a flat plate with material on the
edges plus ribs that would stiffen the part. Fortunately, the difference between
the two load cases is not very big and the main ribs have a similar aspect; the
lower zone of the parts in figure 41 are like two external edges connected by a rib
at the same point. Hence, the post-treatment will be easier, as an agreement
between both designs will need to be achieved.

Figure 41 - Closed and open position optimized topologies superposed

Just to remark the main difference, it comes from the most upper part, where the
closed version iteration does not demand material in both of the edges but in one
of them, while on the open one it demands material in both of the edges. Thus,
the solution will need to have material in both edges, although the weight
difference is not going to be very big but the compliance when open should be
smaller.
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13.3.
Resulting geometry with topology optimized geometry and
final design
The final obtained geometry that is going to be post-processed is the following
one shown in figure 42. All of the elements have been attached to their final place
and the work volumes will be superposed at the same time. After this is done, the
laser-cut design can be overlaid following the hollow shapes derived from topology
optimization.

Figure 42 - Hinge and supports topologies superposed prior to post-processing

13.3.1.

Considerations of laser rounding and undercuts

In order to design the final geometry, the topology optimised part is overlaid over
the original volume and cuttings are made to resemble the resulting topology. It
should be noticed that it cannot be exactly achieved, due to the cuttings and
shapes taken, but some similarity can be achieved. The main point is to follow
the straight lines that create the voids, and after that in a final treatment
rounding have to be applied depending on the manufacturing process. In this case,
as laser cutting or water jet cutting are the most suitable ones as there are a lot
of voids but the pieces are flat, a 1mm rounding is enough and easily achievable.
In case it was going to be manufactured by electro-erosion, further precision can
be achieved, up to 0.25mm rounding, but it would be very expensive and long
manufacturing time spending. On the other hand, in case it was to be
manufactured by conventional milling, a 2.5mm round would be achievable,
although it would not be neither cost or time effective.
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As a final consideration, it should be checked with the company that is going to
manufacture it if their machine is able to go down to this radius, because if not,
it would need a slight redesign.

Figure 43 - 1mm rounding

For these reasons, laser cutting is chosen as the best option to process these parts,
where rounding between 1 and 2,5mm are easy to achieve. A 1mm rounding is
shown in figure 43.
The external rounding’s can be adapted to a bigger radius as they have no
problem for manufacturing, but they have to suit as much as they can to the
topology result. Figure 44 shows a 40mm in diameter rounding for an external
area of the part.

Figure 44 - External Ø40mm rounding

In order to have a good placement and fix it properly to the frame, some undercuts
have been introduced to the part in the edges where it touches with the frame
bar. To produce these undercuts, the ISO DIN 509 norm of figure 45 should be
used, which specifies the different types of undercuts that exist, but the F type is
the most feasible for flat and cylindrical parts.
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Figure 45 - ISO DIN 509 undercut

Finally, FEM simulations need to be run in order to verify that the resultant
displacements are among the objective, without forgetting that the stresses must
be below the yielding limit. For the undercut, it is not usually included during
the FEM simulation, as a very fine meshing is needed to simulate it and it is not
usually time worth it. However, in case it is included but with a coarse mesh, the
stresses are going to appear there would be maximum but unreal, so they should
not be taken into account.

13.3.2.

Final geometry and simulation

The final geometry proposed is pictured in figure 46 these lines, in addition to the
simulation of the main parts in figures 47, 48 and 49.

Figure 46 - Final assembly of the strut hinge system
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It must be noticed that stresses have been kept low in general areas; up to
50 MPa, while some concentrated stresses have appeared in edge areas, up
to 80 MPa. However, they are not very high and their final value is going
influenced by the weld, so it is not a point to mesh extremely thin in these
as it is not never going to be real.

40 to
to 70
to be
areas

Figure 47 - Support Von Mises stress

On the other hand, another interesting aspect are the displacements, which go
only up to 0.068mm in the X direction, fig. 48A, while in the Z direction, fig. 48B,
the biggest one is -0.075mm. Compared to the topology model calculation, which
are of 0.057mm in the X direction and -0.089mm in the Z direction, there has not
been a very big change in performance from the proposed model to the laser-cut
model.
In conclusion, the achieved displacements and weight are of a very important
reduction from the initial volume model.

Figure 48 - A. Displacements in X and B. Displacements in Z
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In the case of the hinge, two load cases are applied; the open and the closed case.
Most of the time the door is going to be closed, so it is interesting that its
deformation is kept at a minimum, if not as soon as it is installed it will not fit
in place.
In the open position the strut is going to be exerting some force in the lower side
and the hinge is going to be stressed to a bending load, so it would be normal
that the stresses are higher, as it can be seen in figure 49B, which compared to
the closed position in figure 49A, are higher and the part is more stressed
generally.
However, as for the support, the most important information is the one regarding
to the deformations, so as to be as small as possible. In figures 49C and 49D these
simulations are shown, but due to the change of direction in the deformation
direction of the program the parts appear completely monocolor.
More focused analysis shows that for fig. 49C, closed position, the displacements
range from 0,33mm to -0,16mm, corresponding -0,16mm to the compression
suffered in the area on which the part is connected to the door, meaning that
while the door is closed it is going to descend only 0,16mm in the vertical position,
which is not a big deal for the aerodynamics. On the other hand, while the door
is open, figure 49D, the part is only going to deform 0,1mm in vertical direction
(the X axis is the new vertical direction for the door due to rotation).

Figure 49 - A. Closed position Von Mises stress, B. Open position Von Mises stress, C. Closed position
Z displaments and D. Open position X displacements
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14.

Design revision

Before the last cad update is done to include the strut, small components,
undercuts and fittings, some new options have been considered, because welding
the parts directly to the frame could result in big undesired deformations which
could harm the structure compliance, up to the point of not being able to close
the door because the parts have furtherly changed their position.
The following are the ideas to reconsider:
•
•
•

Installing welded attachments and bolting the supports to those (this
would allow a different material, f.e. 3D printed ABS)
CFRP + welded attachments
No use of gas springs

From the new ideas, the most feasible one and achievable in terms of time and
simplicity, would be not to use gas springs. The idea of using CFRP is very exotic
and one of the most suitable materials in terms of stiffness and lightweightness,
but needs to use attachments which would include more bolts and tooling.
(Weight consideration will be made for a same shape, 0-45-90º lay-up with a 4mm
thickness). Table 3 shows some calculations and estimations made in base to the
same design but different material.
System
applied
ABS + ALU
supports

Initial
weight
296 g

Parts removed

CFRP +
ALU
supports

296 g

Aluminium
supports and
hinge

No gas strut

296 g

Gas strut
Bolts
Nuts
Washers

Aluminium
support and
hinge

Parts
added
• PLA
supports
• PLA
hinges
• ALU
supports
• Bolts
• Nuts
• Washers
• CFRP
supports
• CFRP
hinges
• Bolts
• Nuts
• Washers
• Lock pin

Weight
saved (g)
95 g

Final
weight
250 g

95 g

47 g
CFRP
parts
39 g
fittings

287 g

176 g

4g

120 g

Table 3 - New design considerations
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Weight
added (g)
10 g ABS
parts
39 g
fittings

As time is a difficult constrain to manage and it is not always available, this time
the change of material will be proposed but not furtherly studied in FEM due to
high complexity of computation, as fibres and 3D printed materials have to be
oriented and it requires a further study.
Moreover, a further study is required taking into account every material
properties and a topology optimization program run, as the properties of CFRP
(E=1000GPa, r=1,8kg/m3) and PLA (E=4 GPa, r=1,25g/cm3) are very
different from the aluminium (E=70GPa, r=2,7g/cm3) solution applied in this
case. Another interesting material to use would be steel (E=200GPa,
r=7,85g/cm3), but added to the needs of supports and that its thickness would
be different too and I have not considered it this time.
A preliminary simple design of the supports for these special assemblies has been
done in order to estimate the weight they would have, as they would be made
from aluminium and welded to the frame. However, it would also need a welding
structure to weld them in position.
Figure 50 shows what kind of support would be needed in case a change of
material is applied to the supports, added to the bolts, washers and nuts per part.
It should be noted that the weightiest parts are going to be the bolts and nuts,
as 2 of them are required per support of assembly.

Figure 50 - Preliminary support for PLA and CFRP assemblies

In conclusion, it can be seen in figure 51 that the most effective way to achieve
the most lightweight structure is to get rid of the struts, so in the following section
this solution will be studied. Finally, it should be pointed that a change of material
plus the suppression of the gas strut could also be another option, as multiple
combinations are possible.
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Weights chart
900

Strut design with bearings

800
700

Weight (g)

Initial volume

500

Strut design with PTFE
bushings
CFRP design + strut

400

3D printed ABS + strut

600

300

No strut, Pin design

200
100
0

Figure 51 – Weight comparison chart

15.

No gas spring design

Considering that the door is not going to be opened very often and that the gas
springs have a considerable weight, plus all the necessary attachments, this idea
gathers a lot of points due to its simplicity.
As an inconvenience, it should be pointed that as stated in the rules (Rule 3C,
Article 46) this system could be slightly inconvenient, as they ask the competitors
to have an easy and practical opening system. Therefore, before making a decision
on which kind of system has to be used, the ergonomics of this design must be
evaluated. However, the idea is very simple and further lighter than the one using
gas springs, while having to lock the door with a pin size of a key could not be as
uncomfortable as it could sound.
From now on, this design is going to be called “Pin design”.

15.1.

Initial volume for pin design

In order to prepare the working volume for this iteration, figure 52, the same
initial volume as the previous one has been chosen in the open position, slightly
modifying the shape of it so that it could intersect with the hinge at the open
position. This intersection point is replaced by a hole that would withstand the
locking pin in its position. On the other hand, as there will not be any fitting for
the gas spring, its shape will probably change radically.
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Figure 52 - Pin assembly initial volumes

15.2.

Support design

15.2.1.

Support meshing

The mesh used is similar to the previous one used, as they are going to be flat
plates with some hollow areas in them. As in the previous iteration, the holes are
meshed apart from the principal structure and are set to be non-optimizable
sections.

15.2.2.

Support simulation

The process is barely the same, selecting as fixed constraints the surfaces in touch
with the frame and the nodes 1mm far from the edges of the surface, which would
be affected in the fusion area of the weld.
The resultant forces (Fpin) have been recalculated for the open position, as it can
be seen in figure 53 as the loads now will be different from the ones in the previous
section. However, for the closed position the load in the hinge are still the same
as the previous ones, just suppressing the load the gas spring makes over it.
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F

P

Fpin
F

Y
Fpin
X

Figure 53 - Pin assembly forces

15.2.3.

Support optimization results

As it has happened in previous cases for the hinge, there are going to appear two
different load cases this time; one when the door is closed and it does not interact
with the support but just with its pivot bolt, and the other on which the pin is
preventing it from closing when it is in its place.
The results are shown in figure 54 these lines and it can be noted again that most
of the material goes to the verges of the support and creates hollow areas in the
centre of it. It is noticeable in figure 54B, when the door is open and it is being
interacting with the pin lock, the program considers that there is no necessity of
placing material inner area as the lower section is capable of withstanding the
load.
On the other hand, figure 54A shows how when the door is closed and the weight
is acting against the support as a cantilever beam, it creates some ribs that go all
across the lower section.
This will finally turn into a fusion of both optimised topologies which will be
designed later on.
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Figure 54 - A. Closed position optimized topology and B. Open position optimized topology

15.3.

Hinge design

15.3.1.

Hinge initial volume

As it has been done for the support, the hinge has been slightly increased towards
the inner side of the vehicle, so that it could have an intersection point with the
support elements.
On the other hand, in this case as the pin does not have to fit the support in a
hole but it just needs to fit the external surface of the locking pin, the area which
would touch it would be a semicircle. In order to help during operation, this
semicircle diameter is bigger than the pin’s diameter, so that the edges of this
semicircle will not touch with the pin deforming the edges.

15.3.2.

Hinge meshing

The mesh has been the same as used in previous states, as it has resulted to be
very efficient for calculation. The small area in which the pin stands have been
set as non optimizable so that no voids appeared in the contact patch. Figure 55
shows the process of meshing, going from a coarse to fine mesh, and the red arrows
indicate the place at which the load is being applied.
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Figure 55 - Hinge pin mesh and simulation

15.3.3.

Hinge simulation and results

The forces applied are the same as the used for the support simulation but of
course in the opposite direction, that have led to the optimized topology below
these lines. As in the previous case, two different load cases are going to happen;
the open and closed case, at one of which the pin will do some force over the
hinge, whereas in the closed case only the door weight will affect the hinge.

Figure 56 - Optimized topology hinge density of elements

It should be noted in figure 56 that the material has not been placed exactly in
all the verges, but some of it has gone slightly far away. On the other hand, the
post-treatment of the resulting volume will be made, that will lead to a final
design slightly different.
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Finally, comparing the displacements of this part to the strut design hinge, it can
be noted that they perform very similarly and in addition, the pin assembly hinge
is slightly lighter (15g vs. 18g of the strut assembly and vs. 100g of the initial
volume). The figure 57 shows the comparison of displacements of the pin system
hinge with the strut system and the non-optimized volume displacements.

Hinge displacement (mm vs. load case)
0,0450
0,0400
0,0350
0,0300
1st work vol

0,0250
0,0200

Strut asm

0,0150

Pin asm

0,0100
0,0050
0,0000

Closed Disp X

Closed Disp Z

Open Disp X

Open Disp Z

Figure 57 - Displacement comparisons

15.4.

Pin design final CAD

As in the previous process of design, the same considerations have to be taken
and respected, as the manufacturing process will be the same. This time, a pin
has to be designed or a commercial one installed, but as the width dimensions
have not been really fixed and are suitable to change, they can be handled easily
to fit a commercial pin; they can be freely moved in order to fit the width of it,
as it has no real requirement. In figure 58 a preliminary model of how the pin
assembly would look can be seen.

Figure 58 - Hinge pin final assembly CAD
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16.

Bushings, bearings and fittings

In order to allow the hinge to move, the use of small bearings has been considered.
It probably could run without them if the hole in the hinge has a slightly bigger
size than that of the fittings, but in order to fit it correctly, I have decided to
introduce needle bearings in case it would be necessary. They would be needed in
both cases, as the part is rotating in both designs.

16.1.

Fittings

In order to help the hinge to rotate around the axis, the easiest solution is to use
a commercial bolt, called “shoulder screw”, which comes with a cylindrical surface
that would act as a pivot point and would allow the allocation of small bearings
around which the hinge would rotate. There is a commercial bolt under ISO rules
that meets these requirements, although a self-designed solution can also be
interesting to develop, as they are originally made from steel and they are not
very lightweight.
The bolt chosen is the ISO 7379 model, in figure 59, that comes in a wide variety
of measures, rated with a 12.9 steel grade, which definitely surpasses the standard
of 5.5 in the automotive sector (the minimum standard yield stress is of about
1100 MPa). The bolt’s body is a cylinder with an h6 tolerance and surface finish,
what makes it perfect for this application, as the bearings and hinge will be able
to rotate freely. Due to the high yield stress it has, the smallest body size (Ø6
mm and M5) is sufficient to withstand the forces applied to this system and this
size is the smallest available for the bearings. Even though, there are models
similar to those but that go out from the ISO rule, corresponding to Ø5 mm and
M4 dimensions, which would allow to install even smaller bearings.

Figure 59 - ISO 7379 norm

However, I will perform some calculations of the bolt resistance. I will only include
shear load, as it is not going to work under torsion or tension loads, but as in the
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diagram of figure 60. The highest load comes from the gas spring, which exerts
300N directly over the bolt.

Figure 60 - Shear stress bolt calculation

Using Tresca’s stress theory, in figure 61, yielding starts when the maximum
shear stress in the material τmax equals the maximum shear stress at yielding in
a simple tension test τy.

Figure 61 - Tresca's theorem

Thus, following this criterion, the equations in figure 62 are followed.

τy=sy/2

τ = 2·F/(π·d2)
F = 300 N
τy = 550 MPa
d = 5 mm

Figure 62 - Equations applied to calculate shear-stress

The maximum shear-stress suffered by the bolt is going to be of 7,64 MPa.
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16.2.

Fitting for Pin design

Finally, the fitting for the pin assembly can also be dimensioned with Tresca’s
criterion; choosing a locking pin as the one on the picture below, which could be
easily manufactured in the universities workshop, an easy calculation can be
made.
Acknowledged it could be made of 5XXX series aluminium, with a yield stress of
up to 300MPa and a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa in a diameter of 6mm (so that
it gets easily through the supports’ holes) the equations in figure 64A are
calculated with the materials properties, while a sketch of the pin can be seen in
figure 64B.

τy=sy/2

τ = 2·F/(π·d2)
F = 300 N
τy = 150 MPa
d = 6 mm
Figure 63 - A. Equations and B. Pin locking sketch

The maximum shear-stress suffered by the pin is going to be of 5,3 MPa.

16.3.

Bearings

On this stage, the bearings can be chosen. Regarding to the forces applied in the
system, there are unlimited bearings that fit this system, as all of them overpass
the stress requirements. On the other hand, in order to attain the most lightweight
system, the smallest needle bearings with an internal 6mm diameter should be
chosen and two thrust bearings on each side to overcome friction with the support.
The chosen bearings are K 5x8x8 TN, with the spec sheet in figure 64, which
would be fitted into a bushing to rotate over the bolt.
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Figure 64 - Needle bearing by SKF

On the other hand, the thrust bearings’ spec sheet, BA 5, is shown in figure 65.

Figure 65 - Thrust bearing by SKF

However, another option would be to use a PTFE as a solid bearing, thanks to
its very low coefficient of friction with metals. Both designs will be considered
and later on a selection made. The PTFE can be self-machined, so it is a very
feasible solution as even though is slightly expensive, it is lightweight and leaves
room to shape it as the design requires it.
Those manufactured PTFE bearings would have the shape of a shouldered
cylinder, as the ones in figure 66, which would fit in the aluminium bushing and
would replace the needle and thrust bearings.
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Figure 66 - Example of PTFE bushings

With all this data, the final shape for the holes in the parts and bushings can be
defined.

16.4.

Bushings

Finally, to hold all the parts in place some cylindrical bushings are needed. They
would allow the rotation of the hinge plates over the bolt and the fitting of the
gas spring with the hinge and supports.
In case of the hinge-supports connection, the bushing would hold in place the
bearings and rotate over them, or in case the PTFE ones are used they would
rotate over these parts.

Figure 67 - Aluminium bushing and PTFE solid bearings
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17.

Final design CADs and BOM

With the final bushings and bearings, the design of the parts can be updated to
include bigger or smaller holes that will be capable of fitting all these connecting
parts. Figure 68 shows an example of how would the hinges fit the frame, with
the two different options; on the one side the strut assemblies are placed and on
the other the pin assemblies.
All of the parts can be added too to the whole assembly and look at its shape.
The kinematics also need to be checked, for which the same procedure as in the
first stage can be used.

Figure 68 - Strut and pin assemblies fitted in the frame

In figure 69, an explosion view of both assemblies can be seen, just to notice the
difference in parts used; figure 69A has less bolts and fittings than figure 69B,
which also includes the strut.

Figure 69 - A. Pin assembly and B. Strut assembly
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17.1.

BOM and cost

In order to estimate the costs of the parts, the following numbers will be
considered (in case minimum buy is needed the proportional cost will be
estimated), which will allow the calculation of the approximate costs in table 4.
Aluminium: 2€/kg (approximate market price)
PTFE cost: 22€/kg (approximate market price)
PLA cost: 20€/kg (3D printed material)
CFRP cost €/kg: 325 (calculated €/kg for a commercial sheet)
Machining cost: 100€/h
Laser cutting cost: 5€/u (estimated for a 4”x4” cut part including labor cost)
Waterjet cutting cost: 5€/u (estimated for a 4”x4” cut part including labor cost)
Commercial cost per unit: €/u (depending on part)
Part
name

Material/assembly
name

Weight
(g)

Time to
manufacture

29
19
31
15
13
6
14
9
13

Commercial
or
manufactured
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
C

-

Total
cost
(€)
5,058
5,038
5,062
5,03
0,26
0,12
9,55
7,925
4,36

Support
Hinge
Support
Hinge
Support
Hinge
Support
Hinge
M4 ISO
7379 bolt
L50
M5 bolt
L35
M5 bolt
L15
Washer
M4
Washer
M5
Nut M4
Nut M5
Central
bushing
PTFE
bushing
Pin lock
PTFE
bushings
strut

Alu/Strut
Alu/Strut
Alu/Pin
Alu/Pin
PLA
PLA
CFRP
CFRP
All

All, except Pin

6,6

C

-

0,06

All, except Pin

4

C

-

0,06

All

0,3

C

-

0,04

All

0,4

C

-

0,04

All
All, except Pin
All

1
1,4
4

C
C
M

0,1 h

0,05
0,05
8,008

All

1

M

0,1 h

8,002

Pin
Strut

4
2

M
M

0,1 h
0,1 h

8,008
8,004

Gas strut

All, except Pin

150

C

-

35

Table 4 - BOM of all assemblies
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The final Bill of Materials with some approximate values for each of the
assemblies is shown in table 5.
Assembly name

Main material

Weight (g)

Approx. cost (€)

Strut

Aluminium

296

94,29

Pin

Aluminium

120

56,80

PLA

PLA

250

85,84

CFRP

CFRP

287

127,94

Table 5 - Cost per assembly

18.

Locking system

To reach a final decision on what the locking system would be, two options have
been finally considered; a catch & push lock and a self-designed magnet lock
system. The definition of the final position will also be taken here.
At first point, the final position chosen for the locking systems has been decided
that it should be in the lowest part as possible and closest to the lower side of the
door. In order to assure a small compliance and low probability of opening during
the race, the final decision is to place two of them at the same height and each
at the edges of the door.
Some force calculations have been made in order to check what force is necessary
for the door to open so that the lock does not unlock itself due to the gas spring
force; in the pin-hinge system this would not happen.
As calculated in figure 29, it can be checked in the force calculation for the spring
dimensioning, no extra force is needed to open the door because the weight does
enough work to keep the door closed. The force done by the gas springs, 600N, is
smaller than the 800N needed to open the door from the position they are
actuating.
However, some locking system is needed, because during the race the movement
of the vehicle would keep opening and closing the door constantly.
Both the catch & push system and the neodymium magnet system would work
the following way. Whereas the force of the neodymium magnets depends on its
size and quality, they range from 0,8kgf to even 3kgf for Ø15mm and 1 to 3mm
thickness. On the other hand, commercial catch & push systems can make a force
up to 2,7kg each. Some testing should be made in order to evaluate if these forces
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are appropriate, as they would turn out to need a force of more than 5kgf in order
to open it, and it should be tried in a model to check if it is a convenient system.
Both lock and magnets would be fixed to the bodywork with epoxy and they
would fit an extruding part coming from the lower frame bar, made from standard
aluminium profile cut to the appropriate shape (3mm thickness). This way, it is
preventing the use of a different bushings and epoxy resins are strong enough to
withstand the loads. The preliminary CAD design would be the following:

Figure 70 - Locking systems

Following the figure below, it can be seen that the force the gas strut needs to do
now is even bigger that the one exerted by just the weight, so there is no option
that the door will open by itself during the race. On the other hand, the force
needed to be done by the external who wants to open the car’s door is very small.

Figure 71 - Calculation of forces for the locking system
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19.

Door handle

Finally, the door handle could be installed as a commercial protruding part, as in
figure 72B, which would need to be included in the aerodynamic study, or in the
lightweight extreme model, a high resistant band fixed to the inner side of the
door, as in figure 72A, which would slightly protrude to the outer side of the door
through the gap between bodywork panels. It would reassemble to the emergency
pull cord that actually are used for escaping from a trunk or an airplane’s life vest
activation cord. This way, in case someone wants to open the door, it just has to
pull of the slightly protruding cord and pull from it, opening the door.

Figure 72 - A. Airplane handle and B. Typical handle in a car
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20.

Welding structure

As it has been decided not to weld fittings and add more parts to the final designs,
and as they were going to be manufactured in the same aluminum as the frame,
the structure can be welded. In order to reduce the deformations that occur during
welding, a welding structure is required in order to place the system and weld it
to the top bar of the frame. This way, the welding structure will hold the parts,
minimizing the deformations due to fast heating and cooling. By the way, it will
allow to adjust finely the position of the hinges and supports with the door
alignment in the car.
The idea is to lathe two cylinders with two perpendicular cuts that would hold in
position both of the supports and they would fit the welding support, as in figure
73A. Later, they could be fixed all together with a long bolt and installed into
the frame. The square shaped cut in the welding support would fix it to the square
bar of the frame, helped also by the flange in the supports, but keeping the
separation of the parts thanks to the cylinders that are fixed to, like in figure 73B.
Once the supports are welded, the bolts can be untightened and the whole pack
of welding supports extracted and disassembled, in order to help in the welding
of the other systems.

Figure 73 - A. Welding structure explosion and B. Welding structure prepared to weld
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Conclusions
As a conclusion, it can be pointed that the design of the hinge system is a highly
iterative process at the first stages, as multiple locations are available and they
are highly dependent on the bodywork and its aerodynamics. It can also be noted
that due to the “small” forces that affect to this system, multiple materials can be
chosen, solely taking into account that the displacements of the system are small
enough not to bring the door out of place. For reasons of simplicity and race
performance parameters, I would personally choose the pin system design, which
although can be slightly inconvenient due to needing to carry the pin lock in the
car as an external part, I do not think it is a very big inconvenience and I do
believe it can perform the best. Also, a further study for combining the pin system
with a CFRP, or PLA, parts would be even lighter.
The usage of the topology optimization is a very powerful tool, as it allows a very
fast approach to the optimal system and multiple runs with different materials
could be simulated, thus, having a huge comparison in performance among
different materials. On the other hand, real or close to real values of weights are
necessary in order to perform a good work.
In contrast, it must be noted that a change of material brings the unavailability
of welding the parts directly to the frame and adding the need of new parts which
increase the weight of the system, so it must be looked closely to prevent the false
friend of changing the materials density will directly make the system lighter.
Finally, in order to improve and make faster simulations, 2D simulation could
have been used, which would definitely accelerate the process of simulation, due
to the loads appearing in the vertical plane.
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